The Argument from Desire speaks of how everyone wants to be _______________. There are moments in our lives during which we experience a small “taste” of this happiness that our hearts long for. People sometimes refer to these moments as experiencing “________________________________________”.

As I shared in class, some of my “little slice of Heaven moments” include: Playing backyard ______________ (at “Aitchison Arena”), running ______________, watching ______________ movies, reading ______________, enjoying relaxing days of ______________, working at Camp ______________, going on family ______________, and experiencing a midnight walk in the snow with my family on ______________.

Sadly, all of these moments are only ______________. They come and they ____. But, they seem to be important clues planted in our hearts that point us beyond this world to something bigger and better: ______________.

**So what are some “little slice of Heaven moments” that you’ve experienced that can serve as clues pointing to God?**

*Note: When sharing your moments please provide details and also describe what it was about them that moved your heart so much. For example, don’t just say, “When I played hockey”. Give more details such as: Hockey with whom/when/where? And: What about playing hockey do you think brought you such deep joy?*

“Little Slice of Heaven Moment” #1: